
Shrove Tuesday/Mardi Gras/Carnavale 
RhymeLovingWriter™  

Category/categories:  Secular, Seasonal, Educational*, Festivals, Geographical 
Ages: 4 +, Family/Group 

Theme:  Combination entertainment/craft model 

This rhymed treasure hunt was created for use on Shrove Tuesday. 

The hunt consists of four clues rhyming their way around to learn about the traditions and 
foods enjoyed for the celebration of Shrove Tuesday, also known as Mardi Gras, Fastnacht, 
or Carnavale. 

Links to recipes or ideas for optional activities are found on a separate task/activity sheet 
which is to be hidden as indicated. You are encouraged to review these ahead of time to 
gather supplies for any activity you plan to pursue.  

An adult or older child needs to place task activity sheets/additional clues prior to begin-
ning the hunt  -  preferably without being seen! 
 
 
List of feasts/clues in order from 1-4 
Traditional English Pancake Recipe - Pancake Race 
Welsh Pancake Recipe for Crempog - Four Ingredients = Four Pillars of Christian Faith 
Fastnacht or Fasching Facts - Simple Templates for Making Masks 
Carnavale - Recipe for King’s Cake and Other Mardi Gras Crafts 
 

 



Clue #1 
 (To be read aloud to start the hunt) 

 
If you check your calendar then 

you will quickly find 

Tomorrow starts a season of the 

most important kind 

Lenten days have come around 

again to help us see 

Where we stand in loving God – 

and where we’d like to be 

Back in early days of faith this 

Tuesday then became 

Time to use up certain foods, that’s how it got its name 

People cooked up certain things, and Mardi Gras took rise 

Find another clue around where folks ‘make their good-byes’ 

Task/Activity Resource #1 

(Hide this  somewhere near the front door) 

Foolproof Traditional English Pancake Recipe (very thin) 

https://www.thespruce.com/foolproof-traditional-pancake-recipe-435607 

For the recipe above you’ll need flour, salt, eggs, milk and butter 

Plan a pancake race with family members or friends. Mark off a predetermined 

course. Each participant must have a frying pan which contains a pancake 

(apron and chef hat optional). Starting at the same time, run the course while 

flipping the pancake and keeping it in the pan. The person with the fastest time 

wins and gets to be served first in the supper line. 



Clue #2 
 (To be hidden with task resource #1 ) 

 
Now you’re cooking (so to 

speak) or soon you can be there 
In the kitchen whipping up a 

feast for all to share 
First you’ll need ingredients, so 

we will hunt some more 
To find another recipe which 

uses up your ‘stores’ 
Then you can decide between 

the two which one you’ll eat 

Or if you have time and space, 

do more than one as treat 

While you’re cooking you will notice just how blessed you are 

For your next clue take a look somewhere around a jar 

Task/Activity Resource #2 

(Hide this in an empty jar or in the pantry near some food that comes in a jar) 

Welsh Pancake Recipe for Crempog 
https://www.thespruce.com/welsh-pancake-recipe-for-crempog-434989 

For the recipe above you’ll need buttermilk, unsalted butter, flour, 

sugar, baking soda, salt, vinegar and eggs 

Did You Know? 
Pancakes are associated with the day preceding Lent because they were a way to use up rich 

foods such as eggs, milk, and sugar, before the fasting season of the 40 days of Lent. In ad-

dition, pancakes, in Christianity, symbolize "four pillars of the Christian faith--eggs for 

creation, flour as the mainstay of the human diet, salt for wholesomeness and milk for pu-

rity.”  The liturgical fasting emphasized eating plainer food and refraining from food that 

would give pleasure: in many cultures, this means no meat, dairy products, or eggs.  



Clue #3 
 (To be hidden with task resource #2) 

 
Also known as Fastnacht days for 

some with German roots 
Fun parades can mark the days with 

costumes and cahoots 
Masks, another thing to add to fun, 

quite often used  
What disguise would you adopt if 

you would get to choose? 
Would  you be a jester with a silly 

hat and bells? 
Some places these jesters even have 

distinctive yells! 
Some costumes are dark and scary—stay away from those. 

Your next clue is hidden where some books are lined in rows. 

Task/Activity Resource #3 

(Hide this  among some books on a bookshelf) 

Fasching Masks: A Tradition of Germany's Pre-Lenten Season 
https://wanderwisdom.com/misc/Fasching-Masks-A-Tradition-of-Germanys-Pre-Lenten-Season 

This page contains information and pictures of the different types of masks, as 

well as background on the multi-day festival that is Fastnacht. 

Mask Templates for Fasching/Karnavel 

https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/fasching-karneval-masks-6185098 

http://krokotak.com/tag/carnival/ 

The first link contains very simple patterns that can be downloaded, traced, 

decorated, cut out, and worn as part of your celebration. The second link con-

tains pictures with links to other pages for more elaborate masks. 



Clue #4 
 (To be hidden with task resource #3 ) 

 
Glittered masks and beads for 
throwing all along the route 

Great parades with floats and fun 
is what it’s all about 

Many countries celebrate this 
glitzy, shiny feast 

New Orleans a ways down South 
is not among the least 

Some folks call it Mardi Gras and 
really it’s the same 

Different countries ’round the 
world will give it their own name 

It’s a time for getting ready for the Lenten days 
Right before Fat Tuesday and return to leaner ways 

Fancy costumes, fun for wearing, crowns and good king cake,  
Your last task or clue is found where supper’s known to bake  

Task/Activity Resource #4 

(Hide this  -  or worksheets you have already printed  -  inside a cold oven) 

Recipe for King Cake 

http://allrecipes.com/recipe/8144/mardi-gras-king-cake/ 

This page includes a recipe for king cake (ingredients not included) . 

Mardi Gras Crafts 

https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/mardi-gras-crafts 

This page includes a variety of crafts for Mardi Gras. 

 


